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In order to realize unmanned air vehicle (UAV) which can fly autonomously, it is necessary to 
develop guidance, navigation and control system technologies as well as telemetry and command 
system technologies.  The former achieves the required trajectory and attitude, the latter monitors the 
flight condition of the UAV and directs the adequate command in case of emergency. Besides, in the 
development of Owashi II, small-scale unmanned supersonic airplane, we need to establish required 
technologies by validating step by step. This paper describes the status of the development of the two 
systems. 
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事前に CFD で解析した空力性能結果と比較する． 
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Φ （ロール角） ゼロ ゼロ 一定 誘導則指示値
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CPU SH7286 RX610 ×2
ROM (KB) 512KB 2MB×2
RAM (KB) 24KB 128KB×2
動作クロック (MHz) 100MHz 100MHz
計算周期 10ms 10ms
SCI (ch) 2ch 3ch
PCI        (ch) N/A 1ch
A/D       (ch) 9ch 13ch
PWM    (ch) 5ch 10ch
寸法 (WXLXD) (各mm) 100X80X30 ( 80X60X20)×2
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a)  LCDP>0 となる迎角 
 
ｂ） LCDP<0 となる迎角 
 




















AOA = 5 deg.
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－　35　－
無人航空機自律飛行のための誘導制御システム技術 
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図 15? 水平定常飛行実験軌跡 
200m
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